Technical Analysis of Stock Trends, Ninth Edition

By Robert D. Edwards, John Magee and W. H. C. Bassetti

Reviewed by Mike Carr, CMT

If Edwards and Magee wrote the bible of technical analysis in 1948 when they first published “Technical Analysis of Stock Trends,” then why do we need a Ninth Edition of their classic? This question was foremost in my mind as I began reading this recently released version of a book I spent many hours with as I prepared for the CMT exams. After reading all 832 pages, I realized that in many ways, the financial markets, and technical analysis, are finally maturing to the point where we can fully grasp the significance of what was first written almost sixty years ago. With a focus on pragmatic portfolio theory, editor Charles Bassetti significantly contributes to the technical analysis body of knowledge especially related to tactics, and has created a book worth a space on every technician’s bookshelf.

In this edition, Bassetti delivers much more than an update – it’s actually a new book. He focuses on strategies for increasing profits:

- The basics of traditional chart analysis are clearly presented, just as Robert Edwards meant for them to be. In keeping with the practice of earlier editions, Bassetti retains the original charts showing examples of patterns from the 1940s and earlier. He also includes more than two dozen new charts, demonstrating that the same old patterns still work today. The detailed discussion of the market psychology that forms these patterns may stimulate modern analysts to program the patterns.

- Adds a comprehensive explanation of Magee’s “basing points” procedure for setting initial and trailing stops on any position. Bassetti adds a chapter and charts to clarify this powerful concept, which in itself is worth more than the cost of the book.

- For what may be the first time, Bassetti provides an annotated chart of the Dow, combining an in-depth discussion of Dow Theory with a visual history of the signals. We’ve all seen tables showing the sell signal in Oct 1929 or the buy signal in late-1990 which lasted more than seven years, but the chart erases any doubt that Dow Theory is a valuable timing tool. Creating a comprehensive source on the Dow Theory, he also includes an overview of Robert Colby’s method to automate the signals.

- Provides a link to www.edwards-magee.com, which offers downloadable material that supplements the text. As one example, readers can download pdf files of the Dow Theory signals for closer examination.

- Offers new perspectives on short-term and futures trading. The extensive new material on commodity trading, including a complete trading plan, was not addressed in previous editions.

Bassetti also ensures the reader understands the similarities between Magee’s Sensitivity Index and Modern Portfolio Theory’s Beta; and the striking resemblance of Magee’s Composite Index and Modern Portfolio Theory’s Value at Risk. Readers of previous editions may not have realized that Magee developed these concepts decades before Nobel Prize-winning work was undertaken in these areas. Magee wrote in the language of the trader (semi-log charts), rather than the academician and his ideas have been overlooked by economic theorists.

A classic book is one that stands the test of time. No one can argue that Technical Analysis of Stock Trends fails in this regard. Patterns that worked a hundred years ago are still found in financial markets and they still work. The forecasting ability of patterns lies in their ability to document the history of human nature, which remains unchanged over many centuries.

Another feature of classic works is a unique style. Edwards and Magee filled their work with examples – current at the time of publication. They wrote with clarity and ease of style not usually found in textbooks. Their text was a practical “how to” manual that explained the “study of the action of the market itself” in concrete terms. It appealed to those seeking the Holy Grail on Wall Street, and to those serious students of the markets seeking an edge. In this new edition, Bassetti retains all of their style and introduces his own, which in all ways is similar to the original, but with a modern edge.

Some question whether classical chart reading is still a valid discipline in an era defined by cheap data, powerful scanning and backtesting software, instantaneous execution and quantitative analysis. After reading this book, you’ll be left with a deeper appreciation of the value of chart reading and will become an even stronger proponent of technical analysis in modern markets.

About the authors:

Robert D. Edwards and John Magee wrote the original edition of Technical Analysis of Stock Trends. Magee is considered the “father of technical analysis,” while Edwards was a pioneer in pattern formation and trend analysis. W. H. Charles Bassetti is Adjunct Professor of Finance and Economics at Golden Gate University and a former executive in the options and commodities trading industries. He was both a student and client of John Magee.
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From the Executive’s Desk

The spring CMT examination “window” is from April 25 - May 5, 2007. The entire MTA Staff would like to wish all of the CMT Exam test takers the best of luck. During this tough and stressful time, feel free to contact us with any questions or concerns.

This month we have a very special event, the Annual Education Seminar. Being held in New York City from May 18th-19th, we have some of the finest technicians presenting on a wide array of topics. We strongly urge our membership to try and attend, especially those in the NY area. I would also like to thank our sponsors, TradeStation, ProShares, Fidelity, Bloomberg, and eSignal for contributing to what is shaping up to be a sensational event.

I would also like to thank those of you who have mailed back your proxy cards for the Board vote. For those of you that have not done so, please try and have your proxy mailed to us by May 17th. Your input is important to the MTA! The voting proxy cards will be counted at the MTA’s Annual Meeting, held on May 20th, at 10:15 AM EST. All of you are invited to attend this meeting, and to join us at the MTA Headquarters for an open house and breakfast earlier that morning (9:00 AM - 10:15 AM).

I look forward to the opportunity to seeing you at these two important MTA events.

Sincerely,

Tom Silveri
MTA Executive Director

“What’s Hot”
The MTA Library Announces...

The MTA Library would like to announce that the following books have been added to our Library. Go to our website at www.mta.org and visit our Library to check out your copy today.

- “FOREX Trading using Intermarket Analysis” by Louis B. Mendelsohn
- “Support & Resistance Simplified” by Michael C. Thomsett
- “The Point & Figure Method” by Victor de Villers and Owen Taylor
- “Hedge Hogging” by Barton Biggs
MTA Annual Education Seminar 2007

New York City, May 18-19

SIGN UP NOW

Friday, May 18th
8:30 - 9:00AM: Tom Silveri, (MTA Executive Director), “State of the MTA - An Update”
9:15 - 10:15AM: Jeffrey Weiss, CMT, (Jesup & Lamont)
10:30 - 11:30AM: Frank L. Teixeira, CFA, CMT (Wellington Management)
11:30 - 12:00PM: Meet and Greet
12:00 - 1:15PM: MTA Market Forecast Panel Luncheon: Featuring, Ralph Acampora, CMT (Knight Equity Markets); Mary Anne Bartels (Merrill Lynch); Jeffrey deGraaf, CMT (ISI Group); and John Roque (Natexis Bleichroeder)
1:30 - 2:30PM: Rick Bensignor, (Morgan Stanley)
2:30 - 3:30PM: Mary Ann Bartels, (Merrill Lynch)
3:30 - 4:00PM: Snack Break
4:00 - 5:00PM: John Murphy, CMT, (stockcharts.com)
5:00 - 6:00PM: Cocktails and MTA Reception Sponsored by Fidelity

Saturday, May 19th: Advanced Track
9:00 - 10:00AM: Veronique Lashinski, (Fimat USA)
10:00 - 11:00AM: David Aronson, CMT
11:00 - 12:00PM: Jeffrey Parent, (Research Capital Corporation)
12:00 - 1:15PM: Luncheon Presentation: The 2007 MTA Annual Award and MTA Recognition Award
1:30 - 2:30PM: Charles H. Dow Award Presentation
2:30 - 3:30PM: Marc Leigh Sutin (Knight Equity Markets)
3:30 - 4:30PM: Stephen Todd (The Todd Market Forecast)

Saturday, May 19th: CMT Institute Track
8:30 - 9:30AM: Setting the Stage: Technical Analysis Assumptions, Sentiment Measures, and Bias
9:45 - 10:45AM: Trends and Moving Averages, Ranges and Breakouts
11:00 - 12:00PM: Using Envelopes, Channels and Bands
12:00 - 1:15PM: Luncheon Presentation: The 2007 MTA Annual Award and MTA Recognition Award
1:30 - 2:30PM: Momentum, Volume, and Open Interest
2:45 - 3:45PM: Measuring Equity Markets: A/D Line, Breadth, Arms Index
4:00 - 5:00PM: Short-term Patterns and Candlesticks
JOHN MAGEE

By George A. Schade, Jr., CMT

This article was originally published in “Technically Speaking” in April 2005 and is being reprinted this month as part of our focus on Edwards & Magee.

John Magee is one of the most well known names in the field of technical analysis and is viewed as the leading authority on classical charting. All chart readers know the phrase “Edwards and Magee,” and John Magee is rightfully famous as the coauthor of Technical Analysis of Stock Trends, originally published in 1948.

Magee graduated from MIT in 1923 and worked in a variety of sales and marketing jobs, including a position as a Fuller Brush salesman, until he met Robert D. Edwards in 1942. Edwards was the brother-in-law of Richard W. Schabacker, a Forbes financial editor in the 1920’s and later a New York Times financial columnist. When Schabacker died in 1935, Edwards took over Schabacker’s papers and the operation of the Schabacker Institute. In 1941, Edwards moved to Springfield, Massachusetts, where Magee joined him the next year.

Schabacker was the first to apply charting methods to individual stocks and not just the market indexes. Schabacker was Edwards’ and Magee’s intellectual mentor. Between 1930 and 1934, Schabacker had written three books. The 1930 classic, Stock Market Theory and Practice, devoted 250 out of nearly 800 pages to charting. The book was so highly regarded that Graham and Dodd in their 1934 Security Analysis referred readers to Schabacker’s 1930 book for an explanation of charting, even though they saw no value in “chart reading.”

Edwards and Magee added to Schabacker’s materials and greatly expanded that work, leading to the 1948 book, today recognized as the definitive book on charting. Edwards’ and Magee’s book has two parts. Part I, Technical Theory, is based on Schabacker’s charting work, but Part II, Trading Tactics, is based on Magee’s studies and personal trading experience. Part I is Edwards’ work. Part II is truly Magee’s work. This partnership lasted less than a decade before Edwards left in 1951 to become a high school science teacher in South Carolina.

Magee maintained daily charts on almost every stock on the NYSE and AMEX. He said, “Charts are the working tools of the technical analyst.” But, he understood the limits of his craft, “A chart is not a perfect tool. It does not give all the answers quickly, easily and positively.” His understanding of the imperfect nature of charting could have resulted from his personal trading experience:

“Frankly, I haven’t done as well with my own investments, over the long haul, as I have with my recommendations to clients, but that’s because of a shaky beginning.”

In the early 1940’s, he had lost $25,000 in the market.

Magee’s work focused on four basic and useful types of chart analysis:

1. Area patterns or formations of price fluctuations that indicate consolidation of strength or an impending reversal of the price trend. Formations give “get in” and “get out” signals.

2. Trend and trendline studies which supplement analysis of area patterns or formations because stock prices tend to move in trends and once established, trends continue in force.

3. Support and resistance levels which show where a move is likely to slow down or end.

4. Broad market studies such as Dow Theory.

Magee defined technical analysis as follows: “Technical analysis is the science of recording, usually in graphic form, the actual history of trading (price changes, volume of transactions, etc.) in a certain stock or in the
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averages and then deducting from that picture history the probable future trend...[the real value of a share of [a stock] is determined at any given time solely, definitely and inexorably by supply and demand, which are accurately reflected in the transactions consummated on the floor of the New York Stock Exchange.”

In Magee’s opinion, supply and demand, and nothing else, moved the market. His philosophy was, “I will not be swayed or panicked by news flashes, rumors, tips or well-meant advice.” In 1958, Magee told market historian John Brooks:

“Before I came to work here, I was on my own, making my charts and operating in the market out of an office...where I had nothing but a table, a chair, a telephone, a ticker and an air-conditioning machine. I sealed up the windows with boards and putty, so there would be no outside sights and sounds to distract me. I had no fundamental information at my disposal whatever, which left me free to make up my mind solely on the basis of my charts.”

He felt that the successful analyst should be concerned with interpreting supply and demand, as shown in these two insightful quotes:

• “The technical analyst’s task is to interpret the action of the market - the flux in supply and demand mirrored in the market. In this work, it doesn’t in the least matter what creates the supply and demand. The fact of their existence and the balance between them are all that count.”

• “What does this action really mean in terms of supply and demand?”

Magee had a wall sign which read: “MY MIND IS MADE UP. DON’T CONFUSE ME WITH THE FACTS.” The facts were the “daily outpouring” of financial news and announcements. Except for the daily quotes, he only read two-week old Wall Street Journals. When TV arrived, his motto became, “WeFollow the Tape Not the Tube.”

When approaching the markets, Charles follows the charts and trades the markets, not his opinion. He has seen that mechanical systems can be very effective, but they can also “grind capital to ashes, rumors, tips or well-meant advice.” In Magee’s opinion, supply and demand, and nothing else, moved the market.

 Magee’s contributions to the study of technical analysis were formally recognized by the MTA in 1978 when he was named the recipient of the prestigious Annual Award. He died in 1987, at the age of 86.

This article is based upon research done by George A. Schade, Jr., CMT. He can be reached at aljschade@aol.com

W. H. C. Bassetti

By Mike Carr, CMT

Before reading the ninth edition of Technical Analysis of Stock Trends, I asked myself what type of person would take on the task of updating the bible of technical analysis? This daunting task was accepted by Charles Bassetti, a highly qualified technician who considered it an honor when the publisher asked him if he would update the work of his mentor and friend, John Magee.

Charles began trading in 1960. In his own words, he did ‘some stupid things’ in the market, before a colleague introduced him to the work of Edwards and Magee. By 1963, he became of a client of Magee’s advisory service, and was fortunate enough to be able to spend many hours discussing chart patterns and trading tactics with Magee. Charles benefited from the expertise of Magee even after Magee retired in the late 1970s, as their friendship continued until Magee’s death in 1987.

As a professional, Charles began trading commodity futures with computerized systems in 1972 and has worked with many of the largest firms in the industry. As President of Options Research Inc., Charles had the opportunity to work with Market Wizard Blair Hull. ORI was the first company to computerize the analysis of options and futures. In 1997, he began editing the second edition of Magee’s book, General Semantics of Wall Street for John Magee Inc. He was the editor/reviser/coauthor of the eighth edition of Edwards & Magee’s Technical Analysis of Stock Trends and now the ninth edition. Charles was an instructor in the Finance Department at the University of California Berkeley Extension School from 1996-2001, teaching Technical Analysis and Value at Risk analysis. Since 1999, he has also taught technical analysis as an Adjunct Professor of Finance and Economics at Golden Gate University.

At this time, he is completing an ebook on basking points, which he calls Stair Stops and which should be available on his web site, www.edwards-magee.com/stairstops.html. He will then add material to that work and publish it as a traditional book, confident that traders will appreciate how much this concept can add to their profits. He is also working on a book, Zen Simple: Beat the Market with a Ruler which should be published this summer.

Readers of Technically Speaking can receive the book free with a six-month subscription to Charles’ newsletter which provides current examples of the patterns described in the book. Details of this offer are at www.edwards-magee.com.
HOW THEY DO IT
WILLIAM O’DONNELL
Technical Analyst
UBS US Interest Rates Strategy Group

By Molly Schilling

UBS built their USA Headquarters in Stamford, Connecticut – just 45 minutes by train out of New York City. The architecture is stunning – a contemporary design with huge 5 story windows across the façade of the building, and an interior staircase that leads up to the fifth story all in one sweep – landings on each floor. Above the fifth story of executive offices, you come up (by elevator and through intense security) to what looks like an airplane hanger of wide open space with a four-story high ceiling complex of beautifully interwoven lighting and air-circulating equipment. This gigantic trading floor is built without columns or interior supports – there is no interference with a view to every periphery of the room twinkling with multicolored numbers and symbols. I met with Bill O’Donnell at his computer in this very exciting environment...

William O’Donnell [WOD]: I’m William O’Donnell – I run the US Interest Rates Strategy Group here in Stamford for UBS. In the beginning years of my career, from 1980 to 1984 I helped to start up a company called Technical Data, which was ultimately bought by Thomson Financials. They published a commentary that I contributed to during ‘82, ‘83 and ‘84 – a technical write-up – and that’s where I learned a lot about technical analysis. I carried those lessons into my career as a Strategist. I work with a wonderful team at UBS in the US Economics Department run by two senior economists.

I’ve always felt that trends are driven by fundamentals, and that technicals are critical at turning points in the market. That’s why I love using a blend of the two -- of technical and fundamental analysis -- to synthesize a market view. That’s what we do here in Strategy.

Fundamental trends don’t change that quickly -- technical trends do. Technicals – looking at support resistance levels, looking at momentum, looking at position sentiment, over-bought and over-sold conditions -- help us to read the “weather systems” that evolve continuously over a fundamental landscape.

MS: What tools do you use most frequently?
WOD: That’s an excellent question. If we remove ourselves from the fundamentals for a moment, what we use in technical analysis are a couple of different things... And I would start by saying that my training goes back to pattern recognition. And when I say pattern recognition use two forms in particular: First, there is the “Edwards and Magee pattern recognition” that goes back to that great book, The Technical Analysis of Stock Trends. I look for patterns such as rising wedges, ascending and descending wedges, and rounding bottoms and tops. I also look for formations such as pendants and flags in the context of markets and trends.

Patterns and formations help me to identify where a consolidation is occurring, and when momentum gets overdone. Are we going sideways in a flag? Do we correct slightly downward in a bull trend, in a pendant? Is it a continuation pattern? They help me to know when the next leg of a move is coming.

The second form of pattern recognition I use is candlestick charts – I’m relatively new to candlesticks. I’ve been watching them now for the past five or six years. I trained with Steven Nison’s well-known books on candlesticks, and I have found candlestick observation to be excellent at turning points. I look for dark cloud covers, evening stars, morning stars, hammers, among other patterns, to help identify changes and turning points.

MS: What kind of charts do you look at?
WOD: I typically look at daily charts, because I have to comment every day – or we comment every day as a Strategy Team here at UBS. My experience has shown that traders, people on our trading desk, tend to use short term charts such as 30 and 60 minute charts. They’re trying to define where the next few ticks are coming up. We try to look at the bigger picture. We try to look in the context of the next week or two. And daily charts seem to be the best fit for that. We like to know what season we’re in (in the market) – is it winter, is it summer, is it spring? So we use the weekly charts to try to take a look at even a further step back – kind of like getting a feeling for the weather.

MS: Could you explain your weather analogy?
WOD: Absolutely. This is an analogy that I use with born and bred fundamentalists -- those who think technical analysts are shamans -- it’s the analogy of the fur trapper in northern climates. The fur trapper has to know the fundamentals of his job. He has to know where his quarry lives. What the idiosyncrasies of his quarry are. In others words, where to set the trap, when to set the trap, what they like to eat, and so on. That’s what I would call the fundamentals of fur trapping.

But at the same time, the fundamentals of the market are something like a weather system – what is the weather out there – which way are the winds blowing. What is the temperature, and how is it going to affect his production or yield – as well as his own well-being. Is a storm coming? Based on that, how much food do you take when you’re
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going out to set your traps, or to recover your game? What kind of protection, clothing -- the whole thing. That’s where technical analysis I think has its fit.

In the context of the fundamental nature of the market, it helps to know which way the winds are blowing in the short term. It helps to discover how and when to enter and exit.

For example, learning what today’s Nonfarm Payroll number is (Friday, April 6) is not going to tell you where to get in or out of the market -- technical analysis will. Today’s Nonfarm Payroll number will not tell you how over-bought or over-sold the market is or which way people are leaning with respect to positions or sentiment.

We’re talking about tools that I use -- and on that note -- about positions and sentiment -- part of our analysis is to look at positions or sentiment proxies along with forecasts for a given number. We keep a weather-eye out to the JP Morgan Survey, the Stone and McCarthy Duration Survey.

MS: A weather-eye?

WOD: We keep a weather-eye out for position proxies, well-known ones, the JP Morgan Survey which comes out on Tuesday; the Stone and McCarthy Duration Survey of portfolios that comes out on Wednesday; the CFTC data which is free, and defines speculative futures positions. We take the CFTC data and aggregate net spec positions in all the financial futures contracts. The aggregated CFTC data has been an outstanding tool to help indicate potential turning points in the market in past years. And it’s been a very, very good tool at turning points -- not all of them -- but many of them.

People tend to be too long at highs -- therefore over-extrapolating economic weakness into the future. And at the same time, the crowd tends to be too short and defensive at market lows. The CFTC data along with other position proxies tends to highlight this phenomenon.

MS: Can you give me an example of that?

WOD: A good example would be at the end of November of 2006 the market had spent basically the whole period from the beginning of July of 2006 all the way to end of November of 2006 kind of beginning to get their arms around the slow down in the housing market and what the ramifications for the economy are. At the same time throughout the period of -- I would say really March through June of 2006 when 10 year yields rose from 4.7% to five and a quarter -- the market got extraordinarily bearish and very defensively postured and very sure.

And this was highlighted in the CFTC data, the Stone and McCarthy Survey data and my most favorite sentiment index, which is the five day moving average of the Daily Sentiment Index (DSI) that’s put out by Jake Bernstein and MBH Commodities. Jack Bernstein is a well lettered technician who’s been in this business a long time, written a number of different books about sentiment and technical analysis, and seasonality and different things like that.

MS: Is this data available?

WOD: By subscription, but I find it extremely valuable. Because what he does is he goes into the futures pit as I understand it and basically does a survey of percent bulls. I don’t know what his exact methodology is, but let’s say, 48 of the 50 people he interviews in the bond pit are bullish and it’s 96% bulls -- it’s an index of zero to 100 -- 100% bulls or zero percent bulls.

During the period from March through July (2006) there was excessive bearish sentiment. You had roughly 6% bulls to 15% bulls, if my memory serves me correctly, during that time period. At the same time, speculative positions became extremely short. The market then got a dose of good news at the beginning of July, took off, and bond yields started to fall, from roughly the 4th of July all the way to end of November and the beginning of December.

At the beginning of December the net spec positions of the CFTC showed that speculators were extremely short, in aggregate. What we do is we take all of the contracts, take the duration value of the ‘01 of each of the contracts, aggregate them all back into an equivalent of the 10 year futures, a notional value -- and what we’ve seen since 2003 is that aggregate net spec positions and on a net basis have a tendency to swing between being long or short roughly 40 billion in notional ten year contracts. Those seem to be the historic extremes since 2003.

I would add, at that same time since roughly 2003 and when we hit the generation lows and bond yields, we’ve also seen a parabolic rise in aggregate open interest. And this may hint at the growing influence of black box trading, and its parabolic rise. So you can almost see that in the very sharp rise of open interest.

Anyway, that’s sort of a side light. The fact is at the end of November we had extreme bullish fervor, people were really embracing, even over-embracing at that point, the housing slowdown. We had the five day DSI (Daily Sentiment Index) was up in the vicinity of 90% bulls at the end of November, beginning of December, if my memory serves me correctly.

At the same time, net speculative positions were roughly about 40 billion long in 10-year contract equivalents. And we went neutral on bonds having been bullish throughout that whole period from March all the way to end of November 2006. Again, the technicals were basically suggesting it was a good place to be short. For us in Strategy, we like to meld the technical view with the fundamental view. So what we did back then was just basically go neutral, because none of the fundamental conditions had really changed. What had changed was sentiment positions and rate levels. But to us, the fundamental underpinnings is in the market were still weakening, so we went neutral, not short. Hadd we been "technicians only", we almost certainly would have recommended going short. We did suggest those that wanted to be a little bit more aggressive could certainly do that and here’s where you’d stop yourself out and so on and so forth.

MS: What do you think about Stochastics and momentum indicators?

WOD: My favorites are the market standards -- which are the slow Stochastics and the Relative Strength Index. I tend to use the nine-bar RSI and I like to look at the 14/3 Stochastics, this is %K and %D slow Stochastics -- as well as the 18/3 slow Stochastics. We ran some regressions back to 1995 for 10 year futures and found that the 18/3 slow Stochastics was actually the best to use in terms of profitability.

We tested the Stochastics by doing the following: we said “Okay, anytime the Stochastics indicator comes from above 80 and falls below 80, and the 5 day daily sentiment index is 85% bulls or higher -- and I’m using 10 year prices -- so we’ve been in a rising market. Momentum indicators were getting in “over-bought” territory -- above 80, this is all on a daily basis. And they get over-bought and they come below 80 -- and the five day DSI is at 85 or higher -- which is sort of what we consider to be the extremes of bullish sentiment -- then we go short.

We stay short until we get a slow Stochastics reading below 20 -- “over-sold” -- that rises above 20 at the same time that the five day DSI is at 1% bulls or lower. That sets up for a buy signal. Oddly enough it generates very few trades, but tends to make a lot of money in those trades over long periods of time.

MS: I was going to say, what’s the time frame?

WOD: We’re going back 15 years.

MS: So these are long calls.

WOD: These are long calls. I think we have 15 trades in 15 years. But just from a pure trading perspective, it’s 15 trades that have made 90 points. This is 90 full points in 10 year futures.

Now, that’s a simplistic way of overlaying -- which is what I like to do, -- simple known indicators; merging them together and using them in concert. In other words, where the stars align and reliable indicators such as the DSI, the sentiment, the Stochastics and RSIs are all confirming. It is then that you have the genesis of a really good rate call.

And we look at the world order -- what’s going on in China, what’s going on in Japan, what’s going on in Europe -- beyond what a pure technician would look at. So we’re kind of a hybrid in the technical world, and I think that’s important.
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MS: Good word, hybrid.

WOD: As far as the Stochastic Indicator is concerned, George Lane -- who revolutionized it back in the 1950s and '60s -- always said that the best use of Stochastics is in instances of divergence. And over the past 25 years I have found the same.

Divergence is when your underlying price is making higher highs, but at the same time your momentum indicators -- if your slow Stochastics 14/3, 18/3, %K and %D -- are making lower highs. Suggestive of -- and this is an analogy I use -- buying a two-story house with a given foundation, and just constantly piling new stories on top of the same foundation that was built for a two-story house. Eventually you see it collapse.

MS: Interesting analogy.

WOD: Another great tool is right out of the Edwards and McGee book (8 the Edition) -- I think it’s around page 160 or 161 -- on ascending and descending wedges. They talk about the ascending wedge as being somewhat of a bearish warning -- a “petering out of investment interest.” And it’s very similar as the divergence -- you have an ascending wedge with notable bearish divergence. You have a dominant up-trend -- but at the same time you have converging trend lines when you’re growing the trend line off the highs, not the lows.

That idea can be transferred to divergence in Stochastics. When using divergence in Stochastics, I like to look at the Relative Strength Index to confirm the convergence. And I take a step back and hesitate when I see divergence in the Stochastic Indicator, but not in the RSI. You almost always see the two together -- when you don’t, it’s a yellow light. So, again, it’s all about handicapping the future direction of rates.

MS: What about trend lines?

WOD: You can’t beat simple trend lines. They’re almost too simplistic for a market that’s becoming more technical with computerization and programming.

MS: What periods do you use for trend lines?

WOD: It really depends on the points that define them. In other words, if you take a normally scaled chart of five year yields and go back 20 years, these are five year Treasury yields, you will see the most beautiful down-sloping trend line in the yield defined by 3 points -- which gives it more power -- as opposed to 2 points. Coincidentally, it was that trend line that stopped the market at its lows in May and June of 2006. I’ve watched this chart for 10 years.

The key thing about trend lines beside the fact that they are the most logical way to define a change in trend, is that every piece of technical software, including Bloomberg, allows the technician to
draw in his own trend lines and to manipulate and watch them -- easily.

I grew up in this business using complicated studies that required cycle tools, and a lot of raw “computational horsepower”. Like many others, I learned by keeping Point and Figure Charts by hand. So keeping my tools simple has always been an important feature of my work. For me, simple trend lines are essential in identifying changes in the market.

MS: You kept Point and Figure Charts by hand?

WOD: All by hand. And I know many people on Wall Street today that still keep Point and Figure Charts by hand. P&F charts kept by hand tend to speak to the chartist in ways that CQG charts do not. George Lane talks about this in his books.

A good analogy has to do with playing golf. A lot of people don’t like to use a golf cart when they play because it increases the pace -- it doesn’t allow them to think before the shot. A lot of golfers I know eschew carts for walking the course, because it allows them to come up behind the ball, to line up the shot, to think about the next shot in the context of the hole. And I think that’s a perfect analogy for speaking to those who still keep the Point and Figure Charts, and line charts, and bar charts, or whatever they keep by hand.

MS: It gives you more of a feel for what’s happening…

WOD: Absolutely.

MS: Do you think that Technical Analysis is more of an art than a science?

WOD: It’s all art to me. None of this is an absolute. Things always change, and nothing is constant. A lot of the art of the Technical Analyst has to do with his/her ability to adapt to change.

For example, you could develop a killer model -- and then something will change in the marketplace. A perfect example of that is that -- in terms of the time series of aggregated net spec positions in the CFTC -- the world changed in 2003.

What was formerly an extreme range -- between extreme longs and extreme shorts -- dramatically changed in 2003, as open interest climbed, as volatility declined from 2003 to today. Since that time, volatility has declined, and traders appear to be speculating in ever-greater amounts trying to chase ever-smaller profits.

They’re trying to scale-up their positions to try to maintain some sort of semblance of return. You can see that since 2003 volatility has gone from the upper left to the lower right while aggregate open interest, at least in the financial futures, has gone parabolic. And with that, the amplitude and the frequency of the swings for net spec positions have increased dramatically.

So if you’re so dogmatic about sticking with this being over-bought, or this being over-sold, or this being extremely long, or this being extremely short in terms of a specific net spec positioning, you’d be blown out of the water beginning 2003.

And that is the art, things always change, nothing is constant -- and you have to adapt to changing conditions. Prices will change, and positions will change, but again, what’s tried and true tends to work.

MS: What about the “art” of using a momentum indicator?

WOD: In terms of using momentum indicators -- I need to anticipate that my momentum indicator -- as reliable as it is -- will have the potential to show (for example) over-bought levels very quickly. If I didn’t know that, I might trade out of a position right when a bull trend is in the initial phases of developing. The art of the technician is to recognize that, and to maybe say -- wow, on a larger horizon, do we have a potential sea change here -- do we have a major trend change in the larger picture? A technician needs to exercise his art by looking at the bigger picture -- in the weekly chart and the monthly chart -- which will identify that -- yes -- you’re probably in the beginning phases of a new trend. That’s the art.

MS: What develops your “art”?

WOD: Experience... and failure and success, you need them both.

MS: You need failure?

WOD: Yeah, it’s like Hogan -- Ben Hogan -- again, I’m not a golfer, but I’ve heard so many analogies to golfers. I think Ben Hogan said something to the effect that his success was directly related to his time in the dirt, i.e., the more time he spent on the practice tee the better his golf game got.

If you apply that idea to Technical Analysis, I think you just have to back test.

Now with computerization you have the ability to back test. I find it very hard to back test divergence, because it’s a fairly complicated methodology. And the problem with divergence is divergence can persist for a long time, so it’s hard to capture that. But with computerization, you can create custom algorithms, which many technical models allow you to do, such as CQG which is what I use for my charts predominately.

MS: CQG is...?

WOD: Commodity Quotes Graphics, pretty well-known technical platform, there are other good ones. I know our foreign exchange people use something completely different. I’ve heard that Trade Station is another good one. People are coming out with ever-more powerful technical tools and that’s being demand-driven by the marketplace. The advent of computerization allows all of this and people are finally coming around to it.

The interesting aspect of the financial markets and technicals is that technicals really didn’t exist in our marketplace before 1980. They were deemed a constant in the commodity markets, they were a
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constant in the equity markets, as evidenced by the fact that Edwards and McGee some 60 years later are just coming out with a ninth and tenth edition of a book written in 1948. But it wasn’t until financial futures were developed -- I think beginning with the bond contract of 1976 -- that they started to populate the bond pit with traders from other pits.

So they brought their technical bag of tools with them from the other pits around the financial pit, and specifically the bond pit. And it was almost like a virus. My boss, Jeff Parker who is the founder of Technical Data, along with Jodi Morse, was a technician. He was one of what I would call the freaks of the business back then, he was one of the very few who were willing to even admit that he was a technician in the bond business, and he brought that over with him.

And he basically heard the dog whistle at that time and started Technical Data. And they were somewhat of a leader because they published technicals -- even charts -- online to subscribers in the financial industry. And the success is well-known. But at the same time that, in effect, inoculated the bond market to the fact that “there is something going on here with technicians.”

At the very least because there’s a growing tide between this bond contract and cash bonds.

And this is the tail-wagging-the-dog-thing, the guys who were controlling the price action -- and the fact that they were driving the price action in the bond pit and creating the bond contracts in Chicago using technical tools. Wow -- this is interesting -- suddenly the technicians in Chicago were beginning to influence -- as the ties between the bond contract and the cash bond market in New York itself began to tighten up through basis and intermediation.

Now all of a sudden people in the cash markets in New York began to take notice. And that’s when things started to take off, they took off right around the time that the IBM PC came out and the Apple IIIC -- it was the early ‘80s. And that’s the genesis, I think, of where we are today in the bond market. And I grew up in the early days of that.

MS: What was your educational background?

WOD: I was an economics major -- schooled in fundamentals. And, I got interested early in life when my dad used to ask me to read off the closing stock quotes for his stockholdings out of the paper to teach me how to use the stock page. A “what is this?” kind of thing. At the same time, I was always fascinated by the financial industry in particular.

And I sort of imagined myself going into equities not bonds, given my reading the stock page to my dad when I was 11. I like it because there’s constant motion -- things change every second. So that makes your day go fast. If you’re going to work a long day, you might as well go all the way.

MS: Back to the present, what do you think of the black box trading phenomena?

WOD: I think that it probably is enhancing what I call the delta effect. Option traders would certainly understand this, when you’re long an option you have delta. And so when the market moves you trade what they call their deltas. In other words, as the market rallies you get long, when the market declines you get short.

MS: Would you elaborate on that?

WOD: Sure, what it means is that with people spending ever greater amounts of money and ever higher amounts of open interest to chase return on the market, what there will be a tendency to do as the size of the pool of investors grow, there’s more sellers on up-ticks and more buyers on down-ticks than we would have had before -- and this is a supposition on my part. A lot of those black box tools are all probably momentum-based tools, in some form. It’s similar to an options trader selling an up-tick, mining profits, buying on down-ticks, mining profits from their short -- they get long in up-ticks, short in down-ticks. Using prices to get them in and out of trades.

And then the delta is just simply trading your deltas -- which is mining profits and movement in the market. So that tells me that their growing influence is probably constraining volatility.

MS: When you say it’s constraining…

WOD: It may truncate it –

MS: So it’s a mini-volatility, is that how you would say it?

WOD: Mini-volatility or a macro-volatility. We are starting to see a surge of these black box electronic accounts coming in and even trading our cash Treasury market via a multitude of electronic platforms such as TradeWeb.

MS: Do you think this is a beneficial or a dangerous thing in the market?

WOD: I’ll speak for the US Treasury and they would say it’s a beneficial thing. To the extent that open interest has gone parabolic next to liquidity, and there’s more liquidity, spreads have tightened, daily volumes have risen and that’s all liquidity. From a Treasury perspective, touch down! For those that feed off of disintermediation in markets, their game is going away.

MS: I understand you are publishing a TA book here at UBS?

WOD: We are creating a reference manual for TA -- a compilation -- the greatest hits from four technicians who have been in the marketplace for a total of 88 man years: Jason Pearl, who runs the technical team in London, Richard Adcock, also in London, and Jim Chorik and I are pooling our best experience -- in Elliott Wave, Demark Indicators, cycles, and the various methodologies I’ve talked about here.

MS: When will this be available?

WOD: We’re in the final stages -- so very soon.

MS: Thank you so much, Bill -- It’s been a pleasure.

Molly Schilling is an independent trader and freelance writer.
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